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Abstract

In modern security models, cryptography plays a funda-
mental role in protecting data integrity and confidential-
ity in information systems. However, cryptography itself
is subject to cryptanalysis attacks. To reduce the crypt-
analysis attack risk, a dynamic key theory is presented
and analyzed in this paper. Because these dynamic keys
are one-time used symmetric cryptographic keys, they can
significantly improve the security of cryptographic sys-
tems. The dynamic key theory generation scheme and
key update mechanism are formally analyzed to demon-
strate balance between security and performance. The
theory can be applied to enhance the security and perfor-
mance of cryptographic systems, especially those used in
wireless networks communication. Two case studies using
the proposed dynamic key theory are also described and
analyzed to illustrate the power of the theory.
Keywords: Authentication, dynamic key cryptography, e-
payment, symmetric cryptography

1 Introduction

With the widespread use of wireless network services and
applications, security becomes a major concern. From
security aspects, data integrity and confidentiality are vi-
tal issues for information systems. Confidentiality is con-
cerned with resources being only accessed by authorized
users while integrity refers to protection against unautho-
rized modification. Integrity and confidentiality are often
related to authentication, authorization and cryptogra-
phy. In fact, authentication utilizes strong cryptographic
systems in order to secure itself. Thus cryptography plays
a crucial part of any security system.

There are two basic techniques in cryptography [25]:
symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. In symmetric
cryptography, encrypted and decrypted keys are the same.
In contrast, cryptography using different encrypted keys
from decrypted keys is called asymmetric cryptography.
Each of them has pros and cons. Because of its charac-
teristics, asymmetric cryptography is more secure than
symmetric in key distribution and exchange. However,
symmetric cryptography is significantly faster than asym-

metric cryptography. Furthermore, Blaze [2] stated that
the asymmetric cryptography key size must be ten times
or more that of a symmetric cryptography key in order to
have a similar level of security.

In security systems, based on their advantages, sym-
metric and asymmetric cryptography are often combined
together to protect information systems. In TSL/SSL [19]
asymmetric cryptography such as Diffie-Hellman [5], ECC
[9] operates key exchange between clients and servers in
order to distribute session keys. After that, session keys
are used as symmetric cryptographic keys for encrypt-
ing all messages in one communication session. Each ses-
sion key can be used within one session only. However,
when the session time is too long, the session key becomes
more vulnerable. By capturing communication messages,
an adversary might be able to detect patterns in the en-
crypted messages to crack the ciphers. The compromise
of one session key exposes all communication data in the
session. Furthermore, key exchange protocols rely on per-
manent asymmetric keys. The more that asymmetric keys
are re-used to create sessions, the more cryptographic sys-
tems become vulnerable to cryptanalysis attacks. When
these keys are compromised, the whole security system
becomes vulnerable to adversaries.

In the past, the major solution for enhancing security
and reducing the risk of such cryptanalysis attacks was to
increase the key size used in the cryptographic systems.
However, increasing the cryptographic key size is not al-
ways the best solution, since no matter how large the key
is, its cryptography is still ultimately breakable. Every
cryptographic key is only secure for a certain amount of
time. In 2007, Lenstra [12] stated that the 1024 bit RSA
encryption used in most banking and e-commerce systems
may only be secure for a few more years. In addition,
larger keys often require higher computational resources,
especially in asymmetric cryptography. In practice, ex-
cessively large keys may admit denial of service possi-
bilities whereby adversaries can cause excessive crypto-
graphic processing. Large keys are also clearly unsuitable
for mobile devices having slow processing units and/or
limited battery powers.

In this paper, a dynamic key theory is described and
mathematically analyzed. We discuss the security re-
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quirements for the sequence of dynamic keys and how
they are used as a guide to build dynamic key generation
functions. Based on that guide, we present a family of
dynamic key generation functions. The dynamic key se-
quence created by this family of dynamic key generation
functions is examined and analyzed. The analysis shows
the advantages of dynamic keys in both security and ef-
ficiency. In the security analysis, we show that while one
compromised dynamic key exposes one message, the other
messages in the session and system are still secure. Al-
though perfect secrecy from one-time pad is impossible,
the security of cryptographic system using dynamic key
is close to one-time pad. Besides minimizing cryptanal-
ysis attack risks, dynamic keys are also able to prevent
replay-attacks on authentication and payment systems.
In terms of performance, by storing intermediary keys,
dynamic keys used as one-time symmetric cryptographic
keys can achieve high levels of security without scarifying
performance by increasing key size. Because the dynamic
keys are generated offline, there is no key exchange before
every encryption. A study is conducted to find the most
appropriate sequence size and dynamic key lifetime to bal-
ance between security and performance. Hence, the dy-
namic key generation scheme can adjust to suit different
applications requiring different security levels. We also
propose a method to reduce the synchronization prob-
lem in dynamic key theory. Finally, two applications of
dynamic keys in authentication and internet banking pay-
ment protocols are discussed and analyzed to demonstrate
the power of dynamic keys. In the context of these ap-
plications, the security and efficiency advantages of the
dynamic keys are presented via SVO analysis on the se-
curity of these protocols.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the fol-
lowing section, some previous related works are reviewed.
Section 3 describes the dynamic key theory including the
definition, security requirements and the dynamic key
generation schemes. Comparisons, discussion and anal-
yses are presented in the forth section. Section 5 illus-
trates and analyzes two applications which demonstrate
the dynamic key theory. Finally, we give conclusions on
our paper and discuss possible future works.

2 Related Works

This section describes the previous works related to the
dynamic key theory, specifically one-time pad, one-time
password and a limited-used key generation schemes.
Based on the ideas presented in these works, the dynamic
key theory is developed.

2.1 One Time Pad

One time pad [10, 20] is a symmetric cryptographic sys-
tem using randomly generated private keys. Each mes-
sage is encrypted by a private key that can be used only
once. In theory, each encryption is unique and has no

relation to the following encryptions. The cryptography
no longer relies on long term shared keys which are vul-
nerable under cryptanalysis attacks. Therefore, it is im-
possible to detect patterns with which to perform crypt-
analysis on the one time pad. The main idea of one time
pad is to avoid long term shared cryptographic keys. In
other words, when the one-time pad is truly random, it is
unbreakable by analyzing successive messages.

In one time pad systems, the pads are shared between
senders and receivers. To decrypt the messages, the de-
crypted pads at the receivers must be the same as the en-
crypted pads at the senders. Therefore, these pads must
be distributed between the parties. Therefore, besides
the randomness of the generated pads, the security of one
time pad depends on the distribution of the pads among
the parties.

In practice, the distribution of pads between parties
over networks is the weak point in one time pad systems.
Similar to current security systems, symmetric crypto-
graphic keys that are used to secure communication mes-
sages require secure key exchange among parties before
the communication messages are sent. Normally, the key
exchange can be performed via public key algorithms like
Diffie-Hellman [5] or MQV [16]. However, the security
of these algorithms relies on long term shared keys that
contradict the original idea of one time pad.

2.2 One Time Password

The idea of the one-time password was firstly introduced
by Lamport [8] in 1981. In a one-time password system,
both client and server mutually agree to share a sequence
of one-time passwords for authentication. Every authen-
tication request uses a different password in the password
sequence. Therefore, the one-time password system can
prevent third parties from extracting authentication pass-
words via eavesdropping. There are two ways to share the
sequence of passwords in one-time password systems. The
first approach uses a mathematical algorithm to generate
the sequence of passwords. A new password is gener-
ated from the previous passwords. This approach relies
heavily on the synchronization index of the current pass-
word in the password sequence. The second approach is
based on the synchronous time between client and server
to generate the sequence of passwords. Each password
has a short life-time. Authentication using the password
is valid within that time period. Any attacks launched
by re-using the password after the expired time of pass-
word are unsuccessful. This approach requires time syn-
chronization between clients and servers. Conversely, the
adversary can still gain unauthorized access by re-using
password attacks within its life-time.

2.3 Limited-Used Key Generation
Scheme

Kungspidan et al. [15] proposed a scheme to generate a
sequence of one-time cryptographic keys. These crypto-
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graphic keys are an extension of one-time password used
for cryptography. In this scheme, a sequence of cryp-
tographic keys is generated offline. Each cryptographic
key in the sequence is used to encrypt only one message.
Hence, every message is encrypted by a different set of
cryptographic keys. The scheme uses a keyed hash func-
tion h(·, ·) and the pre-shared master key KAB . The dy-
namic key generation is described in six steps as follows.

1) Authentication Server generates the distributed key
DIK and sends it to client via authenticated key ex-
change protocol.

2) Both client and Authentication Server calculate the
set of preference keys:

K1 = h(DIK, KAB)
K2 = h(DIK, K1)

. . .

Km = h(DIK, Km−1).

3) Authentication Server generates a random number r
and sends it to client.

4) From the random number r, both Authentication
Server and client calculate the middle keys and the
SIK as follows: w = r mod m. KMid1 is the mid-
dle key of K1 . . .Kw; KMid2 is the middle key of
K1 . . . KMid1; And SIK = h(KMid1,KMid2).

5) Both Authentication Server and client generate the
set of dynamic keys based on the SIK and DK as
follows:

SK1 = h(SIK, DK)
SK2 = h(SIK, SK2)

. . .

SKn = h(SIK, SKn−1).

Although this scheme shows the ability to produce one-
time cryptographic keys, it does not show any further
analysis as to how secure the dynamic keys are. The ini-
tial stage of this dynamic key generation scheme uses two
shared initial keys KAB , DIK and a random number r.
There is no study that explains the relationship between
the initial keys, number r and the security of the dynamic
key sequence. When the dynamic key sequence is com-
promised, a repeat stage is used to generate the dynamic
keys. However, there is a lack of investigation as to when
the sequence of dynamic keys is no longer secure. There is
also no solution to minimize the synchronization problem
for these one-time cryptographic keys. In order to imple-
ment this scheme for different security requirements, it
needs improvements and further investigations.

3 The Dynamic Keys

An explanation of using terminology and notations to de-
scribe the dynamic key cryptography and the generation

scheme begin this section. Following the terms and no-
tations, a dynamic key definition and a brief discussion
of dynamic key theory are presented. The next part will
describe and analyze a family of dynamic key generation
schemes. The dynamic key generation scheme contains
two parts: a function for first time dynamic key gener-
ation and another revised version for repeated dynamic
key generation.

3.1 Terms and Notations

n number of dynamic keys in a se-
quence

m number of session keys
DKi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n dynamic keys

{DKi} a sequence of dynamic keys
EK an encrypted key. It is a one-time

key cryptographic key
IK initial key. It is another one-time

initial key to generate seed key SK
TK1, . . . , TKm temporary keys. They are used as

parameters to calculate the begin-
ning dynamic keys in the sequence.
During the process to create dy-
namic key sequence, these parame-
ters are replaced one after another
by previous dynamic keys.

SK a seed key generated from IK and
TK1, . . . , TKm

f() a polynomial function to generate
dynamic keys

f−1() invert function of f, supposed to be
a non polynomial function

Pr probability function
NK1, NK2 one-time keys computed from

IK, EK,DKn+1, and DKn+2

h(X) a one-way hash function h of mes-
sage X

⊕ bit-wise exclusive or

3.2 Dynamic Key Definition

Dynamic keys are one-time symmetric cryptographic keys
forming a sequence of keys. Similar in nature to one-
time pad, every message in the system is encrypted by a
different cryptographic key. Therefore, any attempts to
attack the cryptographic system by re-using a compro-
mised cryptographic key can be easily detected. Instead
of distributing the cryptographic keys among the parties,
the dynamic keys are generated off-line at participating
parties. Unlike session keys which are exchanged among
parties in every session, there is no key exchange at every
session or transaction. A dynamic key generation scheme
is used to produce a sequence of dynamic keys from initial
parameters. These parameters can either be pre-shared
or exchanged via key exchange protocol only once at the
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beginning of the session. Mathematically, a sequence of
dynamic keys is presented as follows:

n ∈ N, n > 1, {DKi} = {DK1, DK2, ...DKn}.

The sequence of dynamic keys is required to have min-
imum risk under cryptanalysis attacks. In other words,
compromising one or several cryptographic keys in the se-
quences should not compromise the whole sequence and
therefore the security of entire system. The condition un-
derlying the dynamic generation scheme can be explained
in mathematics as: for every algorithm A, the highest
probability that A can guess correctly the current dy-
namic key DKm from the previous dynamic keys DKi is,
with s being the bits length of dynamic key DKm.

∀i,m ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,Pr(A({DKi}) = DKm) ≤ 1
2s

.

3.3 Initial Dynamic Key Generation

The dynamic key generation scheme produces a sequence
of dynamic keys . The sequence can be unlimited in size.
In other words, the number of dynamic keys in a sequence
may be infinite. The produced sequence must have the
following characteristics:

• The sequence of dynamic keys must be unique at
both the sender and receiver. In order to satisfy this
requirement, the scheme must produce the same se-
quence of dynamic keys from the same initial param-
eters.

• Compromising previous dynamic keys must not cre-
ate vulnerability for current and future dynamic keys
in the sequence. From one or more compromised key
DKi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, an adversary must not be able to
compute any other dynamic keys DKn+1 from the
previous dynamic keys.

The dynamic key generation can be divided into four
following steps as in Figure 1.

Alice Bob
EK, IK

{TK1, TK2, � , TKm}EK

SK = IK   TK1 TK2 TKm SK = IK   TK1 TK2 TKm

TKmTK2TK1 ...SK TKmTK2TK1 ...SK

...DK3DK2 DK4DK1 DKn ...DK3DK2 DK4DK1 DKn

TKmTK2TK1 ...

TKmTK2TK1 ...

DKi=f(SK, � , � , � ) DKi=f(SK, � , � , � )

IK   TK ... ...

Figure 1: The initial dynamic key generation

Step 1. Alice and Bob exchange two keys EK and IK
via a secure channel.

Step 2. Alice randomly generates m initial temporary
keys TK1, . . . , TKm and sends the message to Bob,
encrypted by EK.

A → B : {TK1, . . . , TKm}EK,

h(TK1 ⊕ . . .⊕ TKm ⊕ EK).

The result of the hash function h(TK1 ⊕ ...TKm ⊕
EK) is the digital signature to authenticate the
source of the message. It is used to verify that Alice
is the one who sends this message.

Step 3. Both Alice and Bob compute a seed key
SKfrom the initial key IK and the temporary keys
TK1, . . . , TKm using bit-wise exclusive or operation.

SK = IK ⊕ TK1 ⊕ TK2 ⊕ . . .⊕ TKm.

Step 4. Generate sequence of dynamic keys. The first
dynamic key DK1 is generated from the seed key
SK and the temporary keys TK1, . . . , TKm by using
a function f() taking m + 1 parameters as follows:

DK1 = f(SK, TK1, . . . , TKm−2, TKm−1, TKm).

Assume n > m, the other dynamic keys are also gen-
erated by function f() but the parameters are re-
placed on after another by previous dynamic keys.

DK2 = f(SK, TK2, . . . , TKm−1, TKm, DK1)
DK3 = f(SK, TK3, . . . , TKm, DK1, DK2)

. . .

DKn = f(SK,DKn−m, . . . , DKn−3, DKn−2,

DKn−1).

Because of the requirements for the dynamic key se-
quence, function f(·) has two conditions:

• Produce unique outputs: Function f(·) give only one
unique value from m + 1 input parameters include
SK, parameter1, . . ., and parameterm.

• Without knowledge of SK, the current dynamic key
DKi cannot be computed from the previous dynamic
keys DKi−1, . . . , DK1.

To analyse the second condition, we assume that in
the worst case, an adversary has successfully obtained
(i− 1) consecutive dynamic keys DK1, DK2, . . . , DKi−1.
He/she also knows the function f(·) for which DKi =
f(SK, DKi−m, . . . , DKi−2, DKi−1). To break the dy-
namic key generation scheme, SK is the only parameter
of the function f(·) that the adversary does not know. To
make the dynamic key generation function secure, guess-
ing SK from m + 1 dynamic keys must be equivalent to
brute force searching. To satisfy this requirement, the
function f(·) must be a one-way function [11] so that
guessing SK is infeasible. With h(·) is a one way hash
function, the function f(·) can be rewritten as follows:

f(SK, param1, . . . ,paramm) =
h(SK ⊕ param1 ⊕ . . .⊕ paramm).
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In [29], a one-way function f(·) is defined as a mathe-
matical function that is easy to compute but much harder
to invert. In other words, there is an algorithm tak-
ing polynomial time to compute function f(·). However,
there is no probabilistic algorithm to compute the inverse
function f−1(·) in polynomial time. In mathematics, the
definition of one-way hash function contains two parts:

1) A polynomial algorithm Al exists so that ∀x,Al(x) =
f(x).

2) For every probabilistic polynomial time algorithm
Al′, every positive polynomial statement p(·) and all
sufficiently large k.

Pr(Al′(f(x), 1k) ∈ f−1(f(x)) <
1

p(k)
.

Based on this definition, there are several well-known
one-way functions:

• One-way functions based on computational number
theory: RSA [23], Rabin [18], Discrete Logarithms
[26].

• Trapdoor Permutation functions (RSA Trapdoor)
[5], Clawfree Permutations [6].

• Message hash functions[25]: MD2, MD5, SHA,
HAVAL [31].

For implementation, any simple and fast one way hash
function can be used as the function f(·). Most of the
one-way functions based on the idea of public keys re-
quire more computational power than simple message
hash functions such as MD5 and SHA. Although MD5
and SHA are efficient, they have fixed output size which
is not suitable to produce dynamic keys. In our opinion,
HAVAL which can produce different output size is the
most suitable one-way function as function f(·).

3.4 Repeated Dynamic Key Generation

When the sequence of dynamic keys is used up, a new se-
quence of dynamic keys is generated by the dynamic key
regeneration process. This process is similar to the orig-
inal dynamic keys generation. Similar to the initial dy-
namic key generation scheme, it also has two original re-
quirements: the uniqueness of the dynamic key sequence
and the security of current dynamic key from compro-
mised previous dynamic keys. Besides, it is also required
that the original initial keys EK and IK are not directly
re-used to generate a new sequence. The repeated dy-
namic key generation scheme has four steps in Figure 2.

Step 1. Both Alice and Bob calculate two extra dynamic
keys from the old sequence.

DKn+1 = f(SK,DKn−m+1, . . . , DKn−1, DKn)
DKn+2 = f(SK,DKn−m+2, . . . , DKn, DKn+1).

Alice Bob

EK, IK

{SK1, SK2}NK1

SK’ = NK2   SK1   SK2 SK’ = NK2   SK1   SK2

TKm
’TK2

’TK1
’ ...SK’ TKm

’TK2
’TK1

’ ...SK’

...DK3
’DK2

’ DK4
’DK1

’ DKn
’

TKm
�TK2

’TK1
’ ... TKm

’TK2
’TK1

’ ...

DKi
’=f(SK’, � , � , � ) DKi

’=f(SK’, � , � , � )

DKn+ 1, DKn+ 2

EK, IK
DKn+ 1, DKn+ 2

NK1= h(DKn+ 1   IK)
NK2= h(DKn+ 2   EK)

NK1= h(DKn+ 1   IK)
NK2= h(DKn+ 2   EK)

...DK3
’DK2

’ DK4
’DK1

’ DKn
’

SK1, SK2
SK1, SK2

Figure 2: Repeat dynamic key generation

Using them to compute two new initial key using a
one way hash function h(·):

NK1 = h(DKn+1 ⊕ IK)
NK2 = h(DKn+2 ⊕ EK).

Step 2. Alice and Bob need a new set of temporary keys
TK

′
1, . . . , TK

′
m to generate a new sequence of dy-

namic keys. To create the new set of temporary keys,
Alice randomly generates two session keys SK1 and
SK2 and sends to Bob encrypted by NK1.

A → B : {SK1, SK2}NK1, h(SK1 ⊕ SK2 ⊕NK1).

Both Alice and Bob use these keys to compute the
set of temporary keys TK

′
1, . . . , TK

′
m as follows.

TK
′
1 = h(DKn−m+4 ⊕ SK1)

TK
′
2 = h(DKn−m+5 ⊕ SK1)

. . .

TK
′
m−1 = h(DKn+2 ⊕ SK1)

TK
′
m = h(DKSK2 ⊕ SK1).

Step 3. Both Alice and Bob compute a new seed key
SK

′
from the key NK2 and the session keys

SK1, SK2 using bit-wise exclusive or operation.

SK
′
= NK2 ⊕ SK1 ⊕ SK2.

Steps 4. Generate sequence of dynamic keys - this step
is the same as Step 4 in the initial dynamic key
generation scheme. The new seed key SK

′
and

the new set of temporary keys TK
′
1, . . . , TK

′
m are

used to calculate the new sequence of dynamic keys
DK

′
1, . . . , DK

′
m.

DK
′
1 = f(SK

′
, TK

′
1, . . . , TK

′
m−2, TK

′
m−1, TK

′
m)

DK
′
2 = f(SK

′
, TK

′
2, . . . , TK

′
m−1, TK

′
m, DK

′
1)

DK
′
3 = f(SK

′
, TK

′
3, . . . , TK

′
m, DK

′
1, DK

′
2)

. . .

DK
′
n = f(SK

′
, DK

′
n−m, . . . , DK

′
n−3, DK

′
n−2, DK

′
n−1).
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4 Dynamic Key Discussion and
Analysis

This section discusses security and performance issues of
the dynamic keys. The first subsection compares the secu-
rity features between dynamic keys and session keys. The
second subsection discusses the ability of dynamic keys to
prevent replay attacks on cryptographic protocols. The
question of how to find the smallest key size and num-
ber of parameters for function f satisfying the security
requirements is considered in the third subsection. The
forth subsection analyses how to find the most appropri-
ate length of the dynamic key sequence. The matter of
the length of the lifetime of a dynamic key be is exam-
ined in the fifth subsection. The final subsection discusses
the drawback of dynamic key theorems, in particular syn-
chronization problems, how to reduce these problems and
re-synchronize dynamic keys.

4.1 Security Comparison Between Dy-
namic Keys and Session Key in
TSL/SSL

The following discussions review and compare security
features between dynamic keys and session keys in TLS
[22]/SSL [30]. TLS/SSL is currently the most common
cryptographic protocol to secure communication over in-
ternet. We compare three main features: (a) key ex-
change, (b) cryptographic keys and cryptanalysis attacks
and (c) cryptographic key life time and session hijack.

4.1.1 Key Exchange

At the beginning of TLS/SSL sessions, clients negotiate
to share with servers for key exchange protocols available
and cryptographic algorithms. The key exchange proto-
cols can be RSA, Diffie-Hellman or ECDH. Kocher [14]
found out that RSA, Diffie Hellman protocol can be bro-
ken by measuring the amount of time to perform private
key operations. Klima et al. [13] also pointed out that the
pre-master key can be recovered from inverting RSA en-
cryption. Both of the attacking approaches are based on
known plain-text to the server that uses permanent pub-
lic/private keys. The more key exchange is used to create
sessions, the more it exposes vulnerability of TLS/SSL
from cryptanalysis attacks on long term public/private
keys. The dynamic key cryptography only performs the
key exchange/distributing once at the beginning of the
initial dynamic key generation. In the repeated dynamic
key generation, there is no more key exchange. In oppo-
site of TLS/SSL, the dynamic key cryptography does not
have key exchange in every session. Therefore the vul-
nerability of the key exchange is reduced to minimum in
dynamic keys.

4.1.2 Cryptographic Keys and Cryptanalysis At-
tacks

In TLS/SSL, communication messages within a session
are encrypted by a symmetric cryptographic key named
session key. Within lifetime of a session, this session key
is unchanged. No matter how long a session is, the ses-
sion key is still valid to encrypt and decrypt messages
until the end of the session. The use of a session key
within long time may create vulnerability on cryptanaly-
sis attacks on the single session in a weak cryptography.
By capturing and analyzing common patterns from an
enough number of messages encrypting by the same ses-
sion key, adversaries may guess correctly the session key.
Bard [1] showed a chosen-plaintext cryptanalysis attack
on cipher block chaining of SSL 3.0 and TLS 1.0 to break
a session key cryptography. If this session key is com-
promised, communication in the session is vulnerable. In
dynamic key cryptography, each dynamic key is used to
encrypt only one message. Similar to one-time pad, it is
extremely hard to analyze encrypted messages using dif-
ferent dynamic keys to find common patterns to break
the cryptography. Even if one or more dynamic keys in
the sequence are compromised, only one or a few mes-
sages are vulnerable. From these compromised dynamic
keys, adversaries cannot guess the next dynamic keys in
the sequence to break the cryptographic system. In other
words, dynamic keys can reduce the cryptanalysis attack
risk.

4.1.3 Cryptographic Key Lifetime and Session
Hijack

The longer a session key is used, the more the session is
vulnerable under session hijack risks. As on previous dis-
cussion, the session key is vulnerable under cryptanalysis
attacks. After obtaining the compromised session key,
an adversary acting as a proxy can interrupt the connec-
tion and hijack the session. From that time, he/she is
able to masquerade the authorized user by reading and
generating messages with the compromised key without
re-authentication. Saito et al. [24] presented two types of
attacks to hijack SSL sessions. Because handoff can fre-
quently happens in wireless networks, the risk of session
hijacking is even higher than in traditional network. Dur-
ing the hand off, because user’s mobile device may change
address during reconnecting to other networks, the wire-
less network connection becomes more vulnerable. Adver-
saries can perform a fake handoff operation by forcing the
client to terminate the connection, and then masquerad-
ing this user to take over the session. Long [17] described
a common method to hijack session in wireless networks.
Because dynamic key cryptography does not use one key
for a whole session, a compromised dynamic key cannot
be used to hijack a session. Even more than one dynamic
key are compromised, adversaries cannot guess the next
dynamic key using to encrypt message in the session. The
only method to hijack a session is breaking the sequence
of dynamic keys. The following subsections discuss how
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to secure the dynamic key sequence. Table 1 summarizes
the security features comparison of cryptographic systems
using dynamic key and session key.

Table 1: Comparison between session key and dynamic
key

Dynamic
Key

Session Key

Key Exchange Once Every Session
Life time Within a

message
Within a ses-
sion

Key Reusable No Yes
Vulnerable under
man in middle
attack

No Yes

From a compro-
mised cryptographic
key, adversary can

Decrypt a
message

Decrypt all
messages in
the session

From a compro-
mised pair of public
and private keys of
the key exchange
protocol

Cryptographic
system is still
safe

Cryptographic
system and
session are
vulnerable

4.2 Dynamic Key and Replay Attacks

Syverson [27] described replay attacks on cryptography
protocols as efforts of using messages captured from pre-
vious or current communication to perform unauthorized
operations or obtain unauthorized access. Adversaries
who perform the replay attacks are supposed to be unable
from reading or producing the messages by themselves.
They can eavesdrop on communications to capture en-
crypted requests and then replay them later. Many replay
attack scenarios have been analyzed on authentication
protocols such as Needham-Schroeder [4], Rees [3]. Even
in Kerberos authentication model, Gong [7] also pointed
out the possibility of replay attacks when the attacks are
performed while the lifetime of the replayed authentica-
tion tickets is still valid. These cryptography protocols
are vulnerable from replay attacks because they employ
reusable authentication keys and session keys. Dynamic
keys are able to help to prevent replay attacks. In critical
security systems like authentications, a single dynamic
key can be used to encrypt only one message. If a dy-
namic key is used to encrypt two messages, the second
message at the receiver will be invalid to decrypt. Because
a dynamic key can be used once, a cryptographic message
can only be decrypted and validated once. Therefore, au-
thentication servers using dynamic keys can detect replay
messages. Without the ability to generate the encrypted
messages from correct synchronized dynamic keys, adver-
saries cannot mount successfully replay attacks on cryp-
tographic protocols using dynamic keys.

4.3 Key Size and Number of Parameters

In this subsection, we analyse how to balance between the
efficiency and the security for the dynamic key sequence.
Normally, to achieve higher security, cryptographic sys-
tems often use longer key sizes. In dynamic key cryptog-
raphy system, the security of dynamic key sequence also
depends of the number of parameters of function f(·) to
generate dynamic keys as analysed below. However, the
larger of key size and higher number of parameters also
require higher storage, computational and communication
cost. Instead of aiming for strongly secure dynamic key
sequence for all systems, we try to achieve the smallest
key size and number of parameters of functions f(·) while
maintaining the security level for the cryptographic sys-
tem. The security level for a dynamic key cryptographic
system is presented as the chance to break the sequence
of dynamic key. With A being the function to guess a
dynamic key, the chance to guess correctly a dynamic key
DKi−1 is Pr(A(DKi−1)). To compute the current and fu-
ture dynamic keys DKi, DKi+1, . . . adversaries must ob-
tain the function f(·) as well as its parameters. From the
function f(·) to generate the current dynamic key DKn

in Step 4.

DKn = f(SK, DKn−m, . . . , DKn−2, DKn−1).

Assume that adversary already knows function f(·)
and the chances to guess dynamic keys are independent;
the chance to break the sequence of dynamic keys can be
computed as

Pr({DKi}) =Pr(A(SK))× Pr(A(DKi−m))× . . .

× Pr(A(DKi−1)).

We can also assume that the cryptographic algorithm
is secure so that the adversary has to perform exhaus-
tive search to break it. In other words, the probability
of guessing correctly DKi−1 is 1

2s , with s being the bit
length of a dynamic key DKi. For m+1 is the number of
parameters of function f(), (m is also the number of tem-
porarily key TK1, TK2, · · · , TKm), the chance to break
the sequence of dynamic keys can be rewritten as below:

Pr({DKi}) =
1
2s
× 1

2s
× . . .× 1

2s
=

1
2ms+s

.

This formula shows that the security of symmetric
cryptography using dynamic key is improved significantly.
Because breaking a cryptographic key does not lead to the
vulnerability of the cryptographic system. The probabil-
ity of breaking dynamic key cryptographic system from
a single key 1

2s is reduced into 1
2ms+s which is the prob-

ability of breaking a whole dynamic key sequence. This
formula shows that there are two methods to increase the
security of the sequence of dynamic key.

1) To increase the key-size of a dynamic key, or

2) To increase the number of parameters (m) using to
create dynamic keys (started with TK1 . . . TKm).
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However, these solutions also create the following prob-
lems:

1) Increasing key-size of the dynamic keys often con-
sumes more computational resource for encrypting
and decrypting. It also requires slightly more stor-
age space for the longer key-size in memory.

2) Increasing the number of parameters for function f(·)
will use more memory to remember this parame-
ters at all parties, which is not encouraged especially
with mobile devices with limited memory and battery
power.

From r(r < 1
2s , r ∈ [0, 1]) being the highest accept-

able probability to break the dynamic key sequence, or
Pr({DKi}) ≤ r, we can deduce:

1
2ms+s

≤ r

or ms + s ≥ log2
1
r

= −log2r.

Figure 3 describes the relationship between the require-
ment of value ms + s and the value of r.

0
1-1 r

ms+s

Figure 3: The relationship between the value ms + s and
the value of r

For example, with a dynamic key cryptographic system
using 256 bits key size and the highest acceptable prob-
ability r is 1

21024 (equivalent to 1024 bits key cryptogra-
phy), the number of parameters m should be m ≥ 3. In
other word, the security of a dynamic key cryptographic
system using 256 bits key size and remembering 3 param-
eters is equivalent to that of a symmetric cryptographic
system using 1024 bits key size without sacrificing much
computational performance. As the analysis above, the
sequence of dynamic key is not forever secure. After a
period of time, the probability to break the sequence of
dynamic key is increased. A new dynamic key sequence
is required to be generated using Repeated Dynamic Key
Generation scheme. The following analysis is used to find
when it is required to generate a new dynamic key se-
quence.

4.4 Dynamic Key Sequence Length

A dynamic key sequence is only secure under a limit pe-
riod of time. As in above analysis, the probability to break
the sequence of dynamic key is Pr({DKi}) = 1

2ms+s .
With enough computational power and amount of time,
adversaries are possible to guess the sequence of dynamic
keys. To prevent this vulnerability, when the probability
to break the dynamic key sequence is higher than the level
in security requirement for the system, a new dynamic
key sequence is required to be generated. It is assumed
that in a unit of time, an adversary can perform x tri-
als to break the dynamic key sequence. At the moment
t, he/she may produce xt trials, the probability for the
adversary to guess correctly the dynamic key sequence is
reduced to be

Pr({DKi}) =
1

2ms+s − xt
.

In security requirement for the system, let r ( 1
2ms+s <

r < 1
2s ) be the maximum probability for breaking the dy-

namic key sequence in matter of time, y be the number of
used dynamic key in a unit of time, the condition to keep
the dynamic key sequence secure is written as follows:

Pr({DKi}) =
1

2ms+s − xt
≤ r

or t ≤ 2ms+s

x
− 1

xr

with n being the number dynamic keys in the sequence,
n = ty, we have:

n ≤ y2m+s

x
− y

xr

We can conclude the maximum number of keys in the
sequence n is y2m+s

x − y
xr . For example, with x is 264, y =

224,m = 3, s = 256, r is 1
21020 ( 1

21024 < r < 1
2256 ), n should

be smaller than 15× 2980.
By default, dynamic key system uses only one-time

cryptographic key for each message. However, in non-
critical communication systems, the analysis in the next
subsection shows that the lifetime of dynamic keys can be
efficiently extended while the cryptographic systems are
still secure.

4.5 Dynamic Key Lifetime

From the beginning of this paper, we assume that every
message is encrypted by a different dynamic key. As in the
previous subsection, a dynamic key sequence should also
be limited in size for being secure. The faster messages
are sent in the system, the higher number of dynamic
keys in the sequence is used. When the dynamic keys
in the sequence are used up, it is required to generate
a new sequence. The process to generate new dynamic
key sequence creates a considerable overhead in dynamic
key cryptography. Instead of using one dynamic key for
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every message, we propose to re-use the dynamic key un-
til it no longer be secure. Re-using dynamic key does
not apply on messages for critical systems (i.e. authenti-
cation protocols) which may be vulnerable under replay
attacks. Re-using dynamic key may reduce the security
of the cryptographic system, thus the dynamic key also
has limited lifetime. The secure lifetime for a dynamic
key is calculated as follows. It is assumed that in a unit
of time, an adversary can perform x′ trials to break a dy-
namic key. At the moment t, he may produce x′t trials,
the probability for the adversary to guess correctly the
dynamic key sequence is reduced to be

Pr(DKi) =
1

2s − x′t
.

In security requirement for the system, z(z ≥ 1
2s ) be

the maximum probability for breaking a dynamic key, y′

be the number of sending messages in a unit of time, con-
dition to check whether dynamic key is still secure is writ-
ten as follows.

Pr(DKi) =
1

2s − x′t
≤ z

or t ≤ 2s

x′
− 1

x′z
.

With o being the number of sent messages, o = ty′, we
can find the average number of times to use a dynamic
key has to satisfy the following condition:

o ≤ y′2s

x′
− y′

x′z
.

Or we can conclude that the maximum number of mes-
sage is y′2s

x′ − y′

x′z . For example, with x′ = 264, z =
1

2250 , y′ = 224 and s = 256, o should be smaller than
(64× 2210).

4.6 Synchronization Problem

Besides security advantages, dynamic key theory has a
major drawback: synchronization problem. By using
symmetric cryptography, dynamic keys must be identical
between senders and receivers. When cryptographic keys
between senders and receivers are not the same, commu-
nication breaks down because receivers are no longer able
to decrypt messages from senders. This issue is called syn-
chronization problem in dynamic keys. There are many
reasons causing the synchronization problem which are
malicious attacks from adversaries or connection prob-
lems. Adversaries can masquerade as senders to send mes-
sages encrypted by random cryptographic keys to confuse
receivers. In one case, adversaries can play “man in the
middle attack” to interfere or intercept into the communi-
cation and modify message contents. In another case, be-
cause of connection problems, the communication can be
interrupted which may happen very frequently in wireless
networks. Broken clients or stolen devices may also create
synchronization problem. Finally synchronization prob-
lem can happen when adversaries break the dynamic key

sequence. The synchronization problem by attacks from
adversary can be reduced by adding authentication to
the communication. By limiting the dynamic key change
within authenticated communication, messages from mas-
querade senders can be detected and ignored. Messages
sending before authentication can utilize hash functions
as message authentication to verify the authentication of
the senders. However, these solutions may decrease the
performance and security of dynamic key cryptography.
When dynamic keys between senders and receivers are no
longer identical, the synchronization process is invoked
to generate new dynamic key sequence. Sender Alice no-
tices that communication with receiver Bob is broken be-
cause of synchronization problem. Alice sends Bob a re-
synchronization message. Bob sends an acknowledgement
to Alice and restarts the initial dynamic key generation
scheme by re-sending new EK ′ and IK ′ keys via a secure
channel.

5 Case Study

Two applications are discussed in the case study. An
authentication protocol using dynamic keys between two
parties is described first. This protocol uses only three
messages for secure mutual authentication. There is
no session key exchange in this authentication protocol.
The security protocol is verified by SVO formal logical
method. The second application is a payment protocol
using smart cards. In this application, dynamic keys are
computed by smart cards. The protocol uses dynamic
keys to encrypt and decrypt the messages sending between
users, merchants and banks. The analysis under SVO
confirms that security requirements of the protocol in-
cluding integrity, authentication and non-repudiation are
fulfilled. To describe and analyze the two applications,
the first subsection describes the notation using in this
case study. The notations of the case study are listed in
Table 2.

5.1 Authentication Protocol

In [21], a dynamic key authentication protocol is pre-
sented using third party server. This subsection presents
a dynamic key direct authentication between two parties
A and B. The main purpose of the protocol is B verifies
the identity claiming by A. By proving the ownership of
dynamic keys in the sequence, A creates a trust on his
claiming identity at B. Figure 4 shows the message flow
of the protocol.

A B2
1

3

Figure 4: Authentication protocol
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Table 2: Notation of the case study
NA, NB nonces (random numbers)

Kt, Kt+1,Kt+2 dynamic keys (1 ≤ t ≤ n− 2)
C client
M merchant
B bank

CID client’s Card ID
NC1, NM1, NB1, NB2, NB3 nonces (random numbers

X money amount to be transfered from client’s account to merchant’s account
TID Bank transaction ID

R result of the transfer operation
KMt,KMt+1, KMt+2,KMt+3 dynamic keys of merchant (KMi)

KCt,KCt+1, KCt+2,KCt+3 dynamic keys of client (KCi)

The protocol is formally described as follows:

1. A → B: A,NA, h(NA ⊕Kt);

2. B → A: {NA + 1, NB}Kt+1;

3. A → B: {NB + 1}Kt+2.

In Message 1, A starts an authentication request with
a nonce NA and a message authentication code h(NA,Kt)
to authenticate the source of the authentication request.
This message authentication code is used to reduce dy-
namic key synchronization problem in the analysis above.
The rest of the messages in authentication protocol is sim-
ilar to traditional authentication protocols but without
session key exchange. In Message 2, B responses to the
challenge from A by encrypting NA with Kt+1. In turn,
A also responses to B’s challenge by encrypting NA with
Kt+2 in Message 3.

The security of the authentication protocol is analyzed
using SVO [28] logic. The goals of the protocol in SVO
are:

G1. P believes Q says X;

G2. P believes (Q says F (X, NP ) ∧ fresh(NP );

G3. P believes P
K−

P Q←→ Q;

G4. P believes fresh(KPQ);

G5. P believes Q says Q
K−

P Q←→ P ;

G6. P believes (P
K−

P Q←→ Q ∧ Q says F (KPQ)).

In this authentication protocol, there is no session key
KAB . Dynamic keys Ki, ∀i > t + 2 are assumed to be
communication keys between A and B after authentica-
tion is completed. There is one extra requirement in the
authentication to reduce the synchronization problem.

G7. B believes A says (NA).

Initial State Assumptions

P1. A believes A
Ki←→ B, ∀i = 1, · · · , n;

P2. B believes A
Ki←→ B, ∀i = 1, · · · , n;

P3. A believes fresh(Kj), ∀j = 1, · · · , n;

P4. B believes fresh(Kj), ∀j = 1, · · · , n;

P5. A believes fresh(NA);

P6. B believes fresh(NB).

P1 to P2 note that both A and B are assumed to
believe in the dynamic keys. P3 and P4 note that they
also believe in the freshness of the dynamic keys because
they generate these dynamic keys offline by themselves.

Received Message Assumptions

P7. B received (A, NA, h(NA ⊕Kt));

P8. A received {NA + 1, NB}Kt+1;

P9. B received {NB + 1}Kt+2.

Comprehension Assumptions

P10. B believes B received (A, 〈NA〉∗B from A,
h(〈NA〉∗B , Kt));

P11. A believes A received {NA + 1, 〈NB〉∗A from B
}Kt + 1;

P12. B believes B received {NB + 1}Kt+2.

Interpretation Assumptions

P13. B believes B received (A, 〈NA〉∗B , h(〈NA〉∗B ⊕
Kt))∧ B believes A Kt←→ B −→ B believes B re-
ceived (A, 〈NA〉∗B , A

Kt←→ B);

P14. A believes A received {NA + 1, 〈NB〉∗A}Kt+1 ∧ A

believes A
Kt+1←→ B −→ A believes A received (NA +

1, 〈NB〉∗A}Kt+1, A
Kt←→ B);
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P15. B believes B received {NA + 1, 〈NB〉∗A}Kt+2∧
B believes A

Kt+2←→ B −→ B believes B received
(NB , A

Kt+2←→ B).

Derivations for A

i. A believes B says NB by Source of Association Axioms,
P14, and P1.

ii. A believes (B says {NA + 1, NB}Kt+1)∧ fresh(NA))
by Sources of Association Axioms, P14, P1, P5, and
Belief Axioms.

iii. A believes B says A
Kt+1←→ B by Sources of Association

Axioms, Belief Axioms, Saying Axioms and P14.

From the analysis above, we can derive the following
conclusion. For A, G1 is derived in (i), G2 in (ii), G3
in P1, G4 in P3, G5 in (iii). Finally G6 is derived from
Belief Axioms, P1, P14.

Derivation for B

i. B believes A says NB + 1 by Sources of Association
Axioms, P15 and P1.

ii. B believes (A says {NB + 1}Kt+2∧ fresh(NB)) by
Sources of Association Axioms, P15, P2, P6, and Be-
lief Axioms.

iii. B believes A says A
Kt+2←→ B by Sources of Association

Axioms, Belief Axioms, Saying Axioms and P15.

iv. B believes (A says NA) by Source of Axioms, Saying
Axioms and P13.

Similar to derivation for A, from the analysis above, we
can derive the following conclusion. For B, G1 is derived
in (i), G2 in (ii), G3 in P1, G4 in P3, G5 in (iii), G7 in
(iv). G6 is derived from Belief Axioms, P1, P14.

5.2 Payment Protocol

Payment protocol is the protocol communicating between
three parties: Client(C), Merchant(M) and Bank(B).
The main purpose of the payment protocol includes:

• M and C authenticate to B to prove their identities.

• M requests B to conduct a money transfer of amount
X from account C to B for payment transaction
TID.

• B requests the payment confirmation from C. When
the payment is confirmed, the transaction is per-
formed and noticed to the participated parties.

In the payment protocol, C does not trust M . Hence
M is not allowed to act on behalf of M to complete the
transaction. In other words, M cannot obtain authenti-
cation key of C. For privacy reason, C does not reveal his
identity to M . However for non-repudiation, Client uses

his/her CID (card ID) instead of his/her identity C. In
the payment protocol, both C and M must authenticate
to B. Besides, C can decide to confirm the request to
complete the transaction which transfer amount X from
his account to M ’s account. C also requires mutual au-
thentication from B so that C can trust that he/she is
dealing with his/her bank.

The following is the formal description of the protocol.

1. C → M : CID, NC1, h(NC1 ⊕KCt);

2. M → B: M,NM1, {NC1, NM1, h(NC1 ⊕ KCt),
CID, X}KM t;

3. B → M : {NC1, NB1, M, X}KCt+1, {NM1 + 1,
NB2}KMt+1;

4. M → C : {NC1, NB1,M, X}KCt+1;

5. C → M : {C,CID, NB1 + 1,M, X}KCt+2;

6. M → B : {C, CID, NB1 + 1, M, X}KCt+2, {NB2,
X}KMt+2;

7. B → M : {R, TID}DKMt+3, {R, NB3, T ID}DKCt+3;

8. M → C : {R, NN3, T ID}DKCt+3.

In the first message, client uses smart card to send
a random number NC1 and card identity CID to mer-
chant. In the second message, the merchant M combines
a message starting a request to transfer X from client
Cs account to Ms account encrypting by the dynamic
key of merchant. In the third message, the bank receives
the request message and starts the authorization request
message encrypted by the dynamic key of client, in the
message, bank also request merchant to authenticate as
well. After receiving the Message 3, merchant forwards
the authorization request to client C in Message 4. Client
receives the request message and asks user for confirm to
transfer amount X from his account to M . When user
agrees and confirms the authorization, client combines the
authorization message encrypted by his new dynamic key
to Message 5 and sends it to the merchant. The autho-
rization is forwarded to the bank in Message 6 includ-
ing the authentication from merchant. After receiving
the authorization and authentication from merchant, the
bank performs the money transferring and completes the
transaction by sending the result of the transferring and
transaction identity back to merchant in Message 7. Fi-
nally, the result is forwarded again to client in Message 8.
Figure 5 depicts the protocol.

Again, SVO is used to verify the security of the pay-
ment protocol. The initial State Assumptions are:

P1. C believes C
KCi↔ B, ∀i = 1, · · · , n;

P2. B believes C
KCi↔ B, ∀i = 1, · · · , n;

P3. M believes M
KMj↔ B, ∀j = 1, · · · , n;

P4. B believes M
KMj↔ B, ∀j = 1, · · · , n;
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Figure 5: Payment protocol

P5. C believes fresh(KCi), ∀i = 1, · · · , n;

P6. B believes fresh(KCi), ∀i = 1, · · · , n;

P7. M believes fresh(KMj), ∀j = 1, · · · , n;

P8. B believes fresh(KMj), ∀j = 1, · · · , n;

P9. C believes fresh(NC1);

P10. M believes fresh(NM1);

P11. B believes fresh(NB1);

P12. B believes fresh(NB2).

P1 to P4 note that C, B and M are assumed to
believe in the dynamic keys. P5 and P8 note that they
also believe in the freshness of the dynamic keys because
they generate these dynamic keys offline by themselves.

Received Message Assumptions

P13. M received (CID, NC1, h(NC1 ⊕KCt));
P14. B received (M, NM1, {NC1, NM1, h(NC1 ⊕KCt),

CID, X}KM t);
P15. M received ({NC1, NB1, M, X}KCt+1, {NM1 + 1,

NB2}KMt+1);
P16. C received ({NC1, NB1,M, X}KCt+1);
P17. M received {C, CID, NB1 + 1,M,X}KCt+2;
P18. B received ({C,CID, NB1 + 1,M, X}KCt+2, {NB2,

X}KMt+2);
P19. M received ({R, TID}DKMt+3, {R, NB3,

T ID}DKCt+3);
P20. C received ({R, NN3, T ID}DKCt+3).

Messages 7 and 8 are the acknowledgement of the
protocol containing the result. These messages are left
out of the analysis because they are not involved in
the authentication and authorization of the payment
protocol.

Comprehension Assumptions

P21. M believes M received (CID, 〈NC1〉∗M from C,

〈h(NC1 ⊕KCt)〉∗M );
P22. B believes B received (M, 〈NM1〉∗B from M,

{〈NC1〉∗B from C, 〈NM1〉∗B from M, CID, X}KMt);
P23. M believes M received (〈{NC1, NB1,M,X}KCt+1〉∗M ,

{NM1 + 1, 〈NB2〉∗M from B}KMt+1);
P24. C believes C received {NC1, 〈NB1〉∗C from B,M,

X}KCt+1;
P25. M believes M received 〈{C,CID, NB1 + 1,M,

X}KCt+2〉∗M ;
P26. B believes B received ({C,CID, NB1 + 1,M,

X}KCt+2.{NB2, X}KMt+2).

Interpretation Assumptions

P27. B believes B received (M, 〈NM1〉∗B , {〈NC1〉∗B ,

CID, X}KMt) ∧B believes M
KMt←→ B −→ B

believes B received (〈NC1〉∗B , 〈NM1〉∗B , CID, X,

M
KMt←→ B);

P28. M believes M received (〈NC1, NB1,M,

X}KCt+1〉∗M , {NM1 + 1, {〈NB2〉∗M}KMt+1) ∧M

believes M
KMt+1←→ B −→ M believes M received

(〈{NC1, NB1, M, X}KCt+1〉∗M , NM1, 〈NB2〉∗M ,

M
KMt+1←→ B);

P29. C believes C received {NC1, 〈NB1〉∗C from B,M,

X}KCt+1 ∧ C believesC
KCt+1←→ B −→ C believes

C received (NC1, 〈{NB1〉∗C ,M, X,C
KCt+1←→ B);

P30. B believes B received ({C,CID, NB1 + 1,M,

X}KCt+2, {NB2, X}KMt+2 ∧B believes M
KMt+2←→ B∧

B believes C
KCt+2←→ B −→ B believes B received

(NB1 + 1, C
KCt+2←→ B,NB2,M

KMt+2←→ B).

Derivations for C

i. C believes B says NC1 by Source of Association Ax-
ioms, P29, and Saying Axioms.

ii. C believes (B says {NC1, NB1,M, X}KCt+1) ∧
fresh(NC1)) by Sources of Association Axioms, P29,
P1, P9, and Belief Axioms.

iii. C believes B says C
KCt+1↔ B by Sources of Asso-

ciation Axioms, Belief Axioms, Saying Axioms and
P29.

From the analysis above, we can derive the following
conclusion. For C, G1 is derived in (i), G2 in (ii), G3
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in P1, G4 in P5, G5 in (iii). G6 is derived from Belief
Axioms, P1, P29.

Derivations for M

i. M believes B says NM1 by Source of Association Ax-
ioms, P28, and Saying Axioms.

ii. M believes (B says {NM1, NB2}KMt+1) ∧
fresh(NM1)) by Sources of Association Axioms,
P28, P3, P10, and Belief Axioms.

iii. M believes B says M
KMt+1↔ B by Sources of Asso-

ciation Axioms, Belief Axioms, Saying Axioms and
P28.

From the analysis above, we can derive the following
conclusion. For M, G1 is derived in (i), G2 in (ii), G3
in P1, G4 in P5, G5 in (iii). G6 is derived from Belief
Axioms, P3, P28.

Derivations for B in Authentication of C

i. B believes C says NB1 + 1 by Source of Association
Axioms, P30, and Saying Axioms.

ii. B believes (C says {C, CID, NB1 +1, M, X}KCt+2) ∧
fresh(NB1)) by Sources of Association Axioms, P30,
P2, P11, and Belief Axioms.

iii. B believes C says C
KCt+2↔ B by Sources of Asso-

ciation Axioms, Belief Axioms, Saying Axioms and
P30.

For B, G1 is derived in (i), G2 in (ii), G3 in P1, G4 in
P5, G5 in (iii). G6 is derived from Belief Axioms, P2, P30.

Derivations for B in Authentication of M

i. B believes M says NB2 by Source of Association Ax-
ioms, P30, and Saying Axioms.

ii. B believes (M says {NB2, X}KMt+2) ∧ fresh(NB2))
by Sources of Association Axioms, P30, P4, P12, and
Belief Axioms.

iii. B believes M says M
KMt+2↔ B by Sources of Asso-

ciation Axioms, Belief Axioms, Saying Axioms and
P30.

For B, G1 is derived in (i), G2 in (ii), G3 in P1, G4
in P5, G5 in (iii). G6 is derived from Belief Axioms, P4,
P30.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we present a dynamic key theory to im-
prove security and efficiency of symmetric cryptography.
The advantages and disadvantages of the dynamic key
theory have been analyzed to achieve the highest perfor-
mance and securing the cryptography. Key size, sequence

length and synchronization problem are investigated to
improve the theory. The analysis shows that the security
of symmetric cryptography using dynamic key is signifi-
cantly improved. The probability to break cryptographic
system is reduced from 1

2s to 1
2ms+s , with s being the

bit length of cryptographic key and m being the num-
ber of remembered parameters. In the storage aspect, we
find out the higher secure cryptography requires the more
memory space for more parameters for function f(). Two
case studies, authentication and payment protocols, are
examined and analyzed to demonstrate the power of dy-
namic keys to secure transaction in internet banking and
mobile payment. In future work, a synchronization prob-
lem will be investigated further to achieve better security
in re-synchronization. We are also developing a logical
formalization method for dynamic key protocols based on
the SVO Logic.
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